We present a hybrid text mining method for finding abbreviations and their definitions in free format texts. To deal with the problem, this method employs pattern-based abbreviation rules in addition to text markers and cue words. The pattern-based rules describe how abbreviations are formed from definitions. Rules can be generated automatically and/or manually and can be augmented when the system processes new documents. The proposed method has the advantages of high accuracy, high flexibility, wide coverage, and fast recognition.
Introduction
Many organizations have a large number of on-line documents --such as manuals, technical reports, transcriptions of customer service calls or telephone conferences, and electronic mail --which contain information of great potential value. In order to utilize the knowledge these data contain, we need to be able to create common glossaries of domain-specific names and terms. While we were working on automatic glossary extraction, we noticed that technical documents contain a lot of abbreviated terms, which carry important knowledge about the domains. We concluded that the correct recognition of abbreviations and their definitions is very important for understanding the documents and for extracting information from them [1, 6, 9, 11 ].
An abbreviation is usually formed by a simple method: taking zero or more letters from each word of its definition. However, the tendency to make unique, interesting abbreviations is growing. So, it is easy to find new kinds of abbreviations which cannot be processed by hard-coded heuristics-based algorithms [1, 6, 7, 13, 14] , since they are formed in ways not anticipated when the algorithms were devised.
We propose a hybrid text mining approach to deal with these problems. We use three kinds of knowledge: pattern-based abbreviation rules, text markers, and linguistic cue words. An abbreviation rule consists of an abbreviation pattern, a definition pattern and a formation rule. The formation rule describes how an abbreviation is formed from a definition. There may exist multiple formation rules for a given pair of abbreviation and definition patterns. Abbreviation rules are described in Section 3.
Text markers are special symbols frequently used to imply the abbreviation-definition relationship in texts. They include characters such as '(…)', '[…]', and '='. Cue words are particular words occurring in the local contexts of abbreviations and the definitions, which strongly imply the abbreviation relationship. They include words such as "or", "short", "acronym" and "stand". Text markers and cue words are discussed in section 2.4.
This system has 5 components --abbreviation recognizer, definition finder, rule applier, abbreviation matcher and best match selector --as shown in Figure 1 . The abbreviation recognizer seeks candidate abbreviations in a text and generates their patterns (Section 1). When an abbreviation candidate is found, the system determines the contexts within which to look for a definition. When it finds a candidate definition, it generates a pattern for it also (Section 2).
Having generated the abbreviation pattern and the definition pattern, the system first searches the rulebase for a rule which would generate the abbreviation from the definition. The rules for the given candidates are applied in the order of rule priorities (Section 4.1). If the rulebase is empty or if no existing rule matches the candidate abbreviation with the candidate definition, the system runs the abbreviation matcher and generates a new abbreviation rule. The abbreviation matcher consists of 5 layered matching algorithms (Section 4.2). If the matcher succeeds, new rules may be added to the rulebase, allowing it to grow as the system processes new documents.
Abbreviation Recognition

Candidate Abbreviations
An abbreviation is defined as a shortened form of a written word or phrase used in place of the full form [2] . Acronyms are a special case of abbreviations which are devoted to multi-word full forms. In this work, we consider a string of alphabetic, numeric and special characters as a candidate abbreviation if it satisfies the following three conditions:
(1) Its first character is alphabetic or numeric (2) Its length is between 2 and 10 characters (3) It contains at least one capital letter and if the string meets the following restrictions:
(1) It is not a known (dictionary) word containing an initial capital letter and appearing as the first word in a sentence. (2) It is not a member of a predefined set of person and location names. (3) It is not a member of user-defined list of stopwords.
The first restriction keeps many common words from being treated as possible abbreviations. Many proper names have the same characteristics above and may be recognized as abbreviations. To reduce generating false candidates and thus improve system performace, we use a list of proper names created by the Talent system [3, 10] . We also provide users with a way to create a user defined list of stopwords.
Based on these conditions, AI (Artificial Intelligence), Baracuda (Boldly Advanced and Refined Aircraft Concept Under Development for AGATE), SgRP (seating reference point), 2MASS (Two-Micron All Sky Survey), ACIS (Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer), W3C (World Wide Web Consortium), T/C/F (Trim/Chassis/Final) are recognized as candidate abbreviations.
2 Abbreviation Patterns
Once a candidate abbreviation is identified an abbreviation pattern is generated from it. An abbreviation pattern is a string of 'c' and 'n' characters. An alphabetic character is replaced with a 'c' and a sequence of numeric characters (including '.' and ',') is replaced with an 'n' regardless of its length. Non-alphanumeric characters such as hyphen, slash, and ampersand are not reflected in abbreviation patterns. Some examples of candidate abbreviations and their patterns are in Table 1 . 
Definition Finding
Search Space
This system searches for a possible definition of a candidate abbreviation in its left and right contexts. The size of the search space is a function of the length of the abbreviation and the We have analyzed about 4,500 abbreviations and their definitions in computer science texts. The maximum number of skipped words (words in a definition that are not reflected in the abbreviation) was 4 in our sample data. Based on this analysis, we decided that, for relatively short abbreviations (from two to four characters), the length of a definition in words should not be greater than twice the abbreviation length. For long abbreviations (five or more characters), the definition should not be longer than the abbreviation length plus 5. Thus, the maximum length of a definition D of an abbreviation A is calculated as follows.
max. |D| = min {|A| + 5, |A| * 2}
The maximum offset means the longest distance of a definition from an abbreviation. If a definition is in the left context, the distance is the number of words from the last word of the definition to the abbreviation. If a definition is in the right context, the distance is the number of words from the abbreviation to the first word of the definition. We set the maximum offset to 10 in this experiment. Therefore, the size of each search space is {max. |D| + 10} words to the left and right of the candidate abbreviation as shown in Fig 2. 
Definition Search
The system searches for candidate definitions within the search space. A sequence of words in the contexts is considered as a candidate definition if it satisfies the following conditions.
(1) The first character of the first word of a definition is matched with the first character of the abbreviation (including 'replacement match (Section 3)'). 
Definition Patterns
Next, we preprocess the candidate definition as follows to generate a pattern for the candidate.
(1) replace special symbols with spaces. Input/Output => Input Output (2) A definition pattern consists of the characters 'w' (word), 's' (stopword), 'p' (prefix), 'h' (headword) and 'n' (number). Some examples of definitions and their patterns are in Table 2 . In the above examples, the definition pattern for 'product database' is 'phw', which is not morphologically correct. This happens because 'pro' is included in our prefix list and 'duct' is found in the dictionary and we don't do any semantic-level processing.
Syntactic Cues
We extract some orthographic and syntactic structure information as well as possible definitions from the contexts. If there exist text markers and/or cue words in the contexts of a candidate abbreviation and its candidate definition, the pair is highly likely to be valid and to be useful for augmenting the abbreviation 1) We currently have 60 prefixes such as anti, bi, electro, inter, pre, sub, trans, un. We have defined five kinds of formation methods: 'F', 'I', 'L', 'E' and 'R'. 'F' means that the first character of a word occurs in the abbreviation. Similarly, 'I' refers to an interior character and 'L' indicates the last character of a word. 'E' means 'exact match' and 'R' means 'replacement match'. Exact match ('E') is used only for matching numbers. If both a candidate abbreviation and a candidate definition contain a string of numeric characters, the two numbers must be exactly same. For example, "V3" is not an abbreviation of "Version 3.5" but may be an abbreviation of "Version 3". Replacement match ('R') is for recognizing multi-characters abbreviated with one character. In our current list of replacement matches, 'x' in an abbreviation may stand for "hex", "ex", "trans", or "cross"; 'f' may stand for "ph"; '1' may stand for "first", "one", or "1st"; and so on. Some examples of abbreviation rules are listed in Table 3 .
In one example, the abbreviation rule for the abbreviation "NEXT" and its definition "NearEnd CrossTalk" is <cccc, www, (1, F) (2, F) (3, R) (3, I)>. The definition is encoded in "www" because "Near-End" is divided in two words "Near" and "End. This rule means that the first character in the abbreviation 'N' is formed from the first letter of the first word '(1, F)'; the second character 'E' is from the first letter of the second word '(2, F)'; the third character 'X' is formed by a replacement match within the third word ("Cross" is replaced into 'X'); and 'T' comes from an interior character of the third word. 
The Initial RuleBase
We constructed an initial rulebase from our analysis of 4,500 abbreviations in the field of computer science, which were collected from the Web. We ran the Abbreviation Matcher routine to generate patterns and formation rules for the abbreviations and their definitions and selected frequent rules for the initial rulebase. The initial rulebase currently contains 45 abbreviation rules, some of which are shown in Table 4 .
Matching Abbreviations and Definitions
Rule Application
When the system has found a candidate abbreviation with a candidate definition, it generates the A_pattern and the D_pattern, respectively, and then looks up the pattern pair in the rulebase. If the pair exists, the system applies the associated formation rules in priority order. If any rule can generate the given abbreviation from the definition, the pair is regarded as valid.
Suppose, for example, that the abbreviation "5GL" and the definition "fifth generation language" are found in a text. The system preprocesses them and generates their patterns. In this case, the A_Pattern is "ncc" and the D_Pattern is "www". A formation rule <(1, R) (2, F) (3, F)> is associated with this pattern pair in the rulebase. Thus, the system applies the rule to determine the validity of the abbreviation/definition pair. The first word ('fifth') can be replaced into '5' [(1, R)]; the first character of the second word is 'G' [(2, F)]; and the first character of the third word is 'L' [(3, F)]. Hence the pair is valid and 'fifth generation language' is considered to be a definition of '5GL'.
The Abbreviation Matcher
If the rulebase does not have rules for the pattern pair or if no rule successfully generates the abbreviation from the definition, and if the pair occurs in one of the cue environments described in section 2.4, the system activates the Abbreviation Matcher routine. This routine is also used for creating the initial rulebase.
The Abbreviation Matcher contains five layered matching algorithms. We categorized abbreviations into five different types, one for each layer, based on the relationship between the abbreviation length and the length of the corresponding definition. Abbreviations of type 1 are the most frequent in our 4,500 item sample. Type 2 is the next most frequent, and so on. (1) This system processes an <A, D> pair by applying the algorithms in layer order, beginning at layer 1. If the pair is matched at any layer, matching stops and the successful formation rule is returned. If a match is not found at any layer, the candidate pair is discarded.
Best Match Selection
The system may generate multiple definition candidates in many cases, but we assume that there exists only one definition in a local context. In order to select the best candidate, we employ several weighting features.
(1) syntactic cues A definition has a higher weight than other candidates if it has syntactic cues. (2) rule priority A definition has a higher weight if it was matched by a higher priority rule.
The definition closest to the abbreviation is favored over other candidate definitions. If multiple candidate definitions are found in a document for an abbreviation, these six features are tested on the definitions in the order given, until one definition remains. If ambiguity still remains at the end of the test, the first definition is selected.
Users can specify whether they want to update the rulebase with the results of processing a new document. If an existing rule successfully matches an abbreviation/definition pair, then that rule's frequency is updated in the rulebase, thereby increasing the rule's priority. Users may also specify a rule threshold; new rules which occur with a frequency exceeding the threshold will be added to the rulebase.
Experiments and Results
We have conducted experiments with three documents: a book about automotive engineering (D1), a technical book from a pharmaceutical company (D2), and NASA press releases for 1999 (D3). The data used in the experiments and experimental results are shown in Table 5 . Performance is evaluated using recall and precision. For D1, the system found 32 abbreviations and their definitions but among them 1 abbreviation is incorrect. Thus, it shows 93.9% recall and 96.9% precision. For D2, it found 60 pairs and missed 3 pairs showing 95.2% recall and 100% precision. For D3, it found 78 pairs with 2 incorrect results and missed 5 pairs. The recall rate is 93.8 % and precision is 97.4 %. For (1), we would need to add the domainspecific prefixes "ethyl and "hexyl" to the prefix list. In general, adaptation of our method to new technical domains will probably involve the addition of domain-specific prefixes to the prefix list. (2) failed because there was no first letter match for "aminotransferase". The abbreviation in (3) is an acronym of the Italian translation of the definition. In (4), there is no credible source for the "I" in the abbreviation. In (5), the numeric replacement in the abbreviation is permuted. These and other phenomena such as compound word processing will be the subject of further investigation.
Related Work
AFP (Acronym Finding Program) is an early attempt to automatically find acronyms and their definitions in free text [13] . In this work, however, an acronym candidate is simply an upper-case word from 3 to 10 characters in length. AFP looks for candidate expansions in two sub-windows -the pre-window and the post-window -of the acronym by applying an LCS (longest common subsequence) algorithm. Each subwindow's length in words is set to twice the number of characters in the acronym and it looks for matching letters occurring at word beginnings or after hyphens.
However, AFP does not support 2-letter acronyms that are very common in texts (e.g., AI, DB, and IP) and it does not allow interiorletter matches that are not uncommon in abbreviations.
TLA (Three Letter Acronym) [14] removes all non-alphabetic characters and breaks the text into chunks based on the occurrences of '(', ')' and '.' characters. It looks for candidate acronyms in each chunk and attempts to find matching definitions in the preceding and following chunks. Candidate acronyms and candidate definitions are compared by matching up to the first three letters of each word in the chunks. The potential matches are passed through a number of ad-hoc heuristics below, each of which can reject any candidate acronyms.
· Acronyms are shorter than their definitions · Acronyms contain initial characters of most of the words in their definitions · Acronyms are given in upper case · Shorter acronyms tend to have longer words in their definition · Longer acronyms tend to have more stop words
As part of a larger study of the topology of relations across the World-Wide Web, Sundaresan and Yi [12] explore specific relations involving acronyms and their definitions. Similar to other work on mining the Web for relations (e.g., Kleinberg [5] for hyperlinks and Larson [8] for bibliometrics), their work uses duality-based methods to build networks of interrelated syntactic cues, acronym-definition pairs, and formation rules. It develops iterative techniques for finding new acronym-definition pairs, given a set of syntactic cues, and for finding new syntactic cues, given a set of known pairs. It can also learn new formation rules.
While the overall system frameworks are quite different, our hybrid text mining method and the duality-based method both use similar underlying machinery: syntactic cues, abbreviation-definition pairs, and formation rules. Differences include the hybrid method's use of a more abstract representation for formation rules, the central use of abbreviation patterns and definition patterns as the organizing principle for the rule base, and the use of cue words among the syntactic cues.
The developers of the Acrophile system at UMass Amherst [7] evaluated four different acronym extraction algorithms against manually-analyzed test documents and against hand-crafted acronym dictionaries. Their "canonical-contextual" algorithm, which shares elements with our hybrid method, was the most successful one. In particular, Acrophile uses a fixed 40-word search space for their "contextual" definition search and has a set of syntactic cues similar to ours for defining the "canonical" environments in which abbreviation-definition pairs may be found.
Beyond special handling for numeric characters in acronyms, however, there is no provision for replacement matches; for explicit lists of prefixes, known words, and proper names; or for adaptively learning new acronym patterns. Acrophile's system environment and experimental results are quite interesting; by directed search of the World-Wide Web, the system was able to exceed the coverage of the largest publicly available hand-crafted on-line acronym dictionary.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have introduced a new hybrid approach for finding abbreviations and their definitions in unstructured texts. The problem of abbreviation processing has attracted relatively little attention in NLP field. However, technical documents use a lot of abbreviations to represent domainspecific knowledge. Thus, the ability to find correct abbreviations and their definitions is very important to being able to utilize the information contained in those documents. It is also very useful for many NLP applications such as information retrieval [1] and glossary extraction [4, 9, 11] .
The proposed method has the following advantages: (1) It is simple and fast.
A small number of formation rules can describe many abbreviations. By keeping these rules in the rulebase, this system can process most abbreviations by simple pattern matches. Furthermore, the abbreviation matcher consists of 5 simple match routines and each routine is dedicated to a certain type of abbreviations. The dictionary, set of replacement matches, stopword list, and prefix list, can be tailored for new domains.
In addition to the lacunae mentioned in Section 5, we are aware that there are classes of abbreviations which our current method does not handle adequately. These are typically written with all lower-case characters and are almost never introduced with text markers or cue words. Examples are :
• cu -customer • hw -hardware • mgr -manager • pgm -program • sw -software Mechanisms for processing these abbreviations, which tend to occur in informal text such as email, chat rooms, or customer service call records, are the subject of ongoing research in our project.
